
IN LESS TIME THAN IT 
TAKES TO READ THIS 
BROCHURE YOUR HOME 
COULD BE BURGLED!

Rest  
assured  
there is  
another 
way

for a safer home

Voted the world’s  
best cloud security 

software and the fastest 
residential alarm system

The world’s Best Cloud  
Security Software 



The fully monitored 
automated key holder 
response system
 webeyeassured RAPID combined with webeyecms 
offers a new concept in residential security. 
Home owners and small businesses now have a 
professional, reliable and efficient solution which 
monitors and secures their property at a fraction 
of the cost of a traditional security system using a 
manned monitoring station.

SUPER-FAST, RELIABLE AND SECURE 
In home security speed and reliability is of the essence to catch the 
criminal! In response we have designed the webeyeassured RAPID 
intruder alarm system working into the famous webeyecms fully 
monitored automated alarm service, together they offer the world’s fastest  
alarm delivery. Already well established within the professional security 
industry we’re now offering the unique webeyecms cloud based 
service to the domestic security market. We offer an unbeatable delivery 
time - typically 3 seconds from activation to calling the key holder (smart 
phone required). Our unique PADARC system automatically checks and 
balances the process to offer an unprecedented level of security and 
reliability so you can be assured that when we know, you know!

Alarms received on  
smart phone or tablet

Alarms received on  
your smart phone in 
typically 3 seconds

4  Easy arm and disarm from  
your key fob

4  Dual Path technology, uses  
your broadband to send alarms, 
but if that fails it switches to the 
optional SIM card

4   Unlimited notifications for  
intrusion, smoke, flood,  
panic alerts, low battery  
and mains power failure



Our super-fast and reliable fully monitored automated alarm system is 
based around the RAPID IP panel with integrated keypad. The basic 
system comes as either a blind or visual verification option with the choice 
of a door contact or the simple arm and disarm function remote control 
fob. Options at additional cost include a siren, additional internal cameras, 
external cameras, glass break detectors, panic watch, heat, smoke and 
flood detectors.

Whatever your requirements we have the solution

Optional video  
means you receive  
a 10 second clip  
direct to your  
smart phone

With webeyeassured you can track the movement of any  
intruder in real time around the property on your device.  
The system is configured in such a way that it will tell  
you which PIR is activated or provide the sequence  
of activations i.e. kitchen activated, living room  
activated, hall activated, bedroom 1  
activated, so you could be on your  
phone relaying this information  
to the police straight away.

What makes us better than the rest? 
Let’s be clear - webeye is neither a self-monitored app with all their 
associated reliability problems or a manned monitoring station with all 
the associated expense and potential inefficiencies! webeyecms is a 
fully automated and managed professional monitoring solution, it takes 
over the role of human beings by automating the alarm receipt, alarm 
handling and alerting alarm recipients. The system is not limited by 
human alarm operator capability or errors making it infinitely more reliable. 
Our automated system can respond to an infinite number of alarms all 
at the same time. The system calls and alerts the key holder directly - 
so it is you who can identify if it really is an intruder avoiding expensive 
false alarms. webeyecms will keep calling you until you or one of your 
designated key holders answers the call for up to 2 hours. The system 
records and notes all actions should you need them for future reference.



webeyeassured for the home
A quick response is key to catching the criminal in action - the webeye  
assured alarm system offers complete peace of mind in 5 simple steps.
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Upon intrusion an alarm is wirelessly sent to 
your panel from whichever device is activated.

Your panel sends the alarm to the webeye automated  
monitoring station  where the alarm is processed.

webeye informs you, your friends and family within 
seconds. Because webeye is automated and unlike 
a human operator it doesn’t get busy or tired and 
responds all the time, every time.
Because of the unique way we handle alarms you 
receive the alarm within seconds to any number  
of enabled smart phones accompanied by a 
loud siren ring tone. webeye monitors the response 
and logs whoever answers the call.

If there is no response webeye will continue to 
send alarms every 10 minutes for 2 hours or until 
the alarm is viewed.

THE FASTEST, MOST 
RELIABLE AND SECURE 
FULLY AUTOMATED 
MONITORED ALARM 
SYSTEM ON THE MARKET!

“Ian, your alarm has 
been activated”

“Hello Jayne.  
Ian’s alarm has 
been activated”

“Hello Simon.  
Ian’s alarm has 
been activated”

“Hello Rob.  
Ian’s alarm has 
been activated”

“Hello Helen.  
Ian’s alarm has 
been activated”

Visit www.webeyecms.com today. 
Contact us on

0115 714 9990 
01623 541411
or email sales@vdomain.co.uk

The world’s Best Cloud  
Security Software 


